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It is possible to control the dynamic list styles in SharePoint 2013 using JavaScript. This is useful in cases where an orginal list design is not desired, but a different style is required instead. This is handy in situations when a user can not use the My Site function to follow items. In this article we will
discuss and get started with one of the webpart styles. The list style is visible on the users' webpart page. It is possible to switch between the following four styles: * Black and white (default) * Black and white with orange links. * Black and white with white links (plain links). * White and gray
(shaded links). You can find the available colors in the next image. In order to see how an "infinite scroll" can be performed using the default settings, please follow this link. The list style can be customized by manually setting the styles of the WebParts. This is possible using JavaScript. The
following code snippets can be used to set a new style (note that the "Switched" script provides the option to switch between the settings as well): The following code can be used to switch between the four list styles: The main javascript function is the following one: Setting a different list style
could be done using jQuery in the following manner: $("#edit-options-highlight-liststyle-input-div").val("4"); Following the selection of the "Orange and White" style, the corresponding styles will be set on the list style drop-down. Using this method, it is possible to configure an HTML WebPart that
shows the list of persons followed by a certain user. I am following This article teaches about the various methods available in SharePoint for setting up advanced settings of a Wiki list. The goal of this article is to discuss the advantage and disadvantages of using various approaches when you
want to modify the settings of a wiki list, such as adding a navigation tree, setting a custom page layout, establishing a script to execute when the user opens a document, and so on. One thing to take into account when you choose which method you want to use in order to configure the settings
is the following: Some of the methods might work fine, but some might produce unexpected results, because they might use the wrong configuration settings to apply to the list. The following steps will be used in order to demonstrate the different types of
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A custom field type called Time The script allows you to configure a fixed value within the list so that the same entry will appear for all items that are already present in the list Today I want to share with you one of my scripts (a copy of which has been found with some modifications in SP
Designer by a distant friend). It is the "List" script that allows you to create custom fields in a list (or a document library in the case of SP 2013). This script allows you to create a time field within the list, so that the same entry will appear for all items that are already present in the list. But what
else can you do with this script? You can retrieve the data regarding items that are being followed by a user (which is what this script is about). What is really meant by "being followed"? This script is able to follow those things that are listed in a specific entry field. A person, a document, a site or
even a site collection, can be followed. If you wanted to follow another type of site, you must create a separate field. This is all the information the script needs. It is a text field with a specific name and a specific value. When it comes to the SELECT option, a value must be selected. The "What" is
the name of the field, while "What follows?" is the name of the field in which the things being followed by the user are specified. It is very important that the What and What follows? options have the same value. What does the Options section of the text field have to offer? We can specify the sort
order of the items according to the different types of sites. Site-centric order means that what is being followed appears in the field in a specific order. This is the most suitable option for those sites that work differently than others, according to the order that they appear in the site. In the case of
sub sites, the order in which they appear in the entire site is the order in which they appear in the other site. If the Options button is not enabled, the user cannot add or remove elements. This is highly recommended for two reasons: It is not possible to remove sites from the list. We can retrieve
data regarding which sites are being followed at a certain moment in time. Again, you can find a version of the script here: SharePoint 2013 - List Now, let b7e8fdf5c8
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What's New in the?
The following REST API call can be used to retrieve a JSON result set that contains data about which persons, documents and sites a certain user is following: 'Lists')/items? $select=Title,ID,EncodedAbsUrl,Modified,AuthorId,AuthorDisplayName &$filter=AuthorId eq userId &$top=200 where T: Title
ID: The list ID EncodedAbsUrl: The absolute URL of a list item. For example, a document URL. Modified: The timestamp when a list item was last modified AuthorId: The Id of the user who last modified a list item AuthorDisplayName: The display name of the author All the data can be found in a
JSON result that can be converted to HTML and injected into a WebPart/HTML page with the help of jQuery/JSON methods. It is possible to modify the REST API call to include data from other list items as the second parameter of the $select, in order to retrieve data regarding people, documents
and sites that a certain user is following at the same time. In this case, the parameter must be enclosed in parentheses: ?$select=Title,ID,EncodedAbsUrl,Modified,AuthorId,AuthorDisplayName &$filter=AuthorId eq userId &$top=200&$inlinecount=100 By using this format, it is possible to show
metadata about persons, documents and sites that a certain user is following at the same time. For example, it is possible to show, in addition to the metadata regarding a specific person or document or site, data regarding the other people or documents that a certain user is following in addition
to one of the people, documents or sites she is following. And finally, an advantage with using this REST API call is that by adding the $top parameter, a "pagebreak" in the returned JSON result is shown. In this way, a JSON result can be set to show data in a fragmented, page-by-page manner, as
in the case of the MySite dashboard. Data embedded and example output: $results = Invoke-RestMethod -Uri
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System Requirements For I Am Following:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2 (SP2) or later CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.0 GHz) or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTS 250, AMD Radeon HD 6XXX or better Recommended: OS: Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows Server
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